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Message from Trustee

Chimanbhai Patel Institute of Management and Research (CPIMR) is one 
of the �agship M�A institutes a�liated with Gu�arat Technological 
University and approved by AICTE. It has a rich legacy of 
successful alumni who have made a name for themselves in the 
corporate world and the entrepreneurial domain.

The sylvan campus of the institute located on the SG Highway is 
conducive to the pursuit of knowledge. Equipped with state-of-the-art 
facilitiesfacilities such as smart classrooms, a well-stocked library,
sports ground, and a cafeteria, the campus provides the
students with the right atmosphere and exposure for the pursuit of
academic excellence. The teaching-learning environment is a blend of 
values, academics, and practices that ensures a solid foundation for the 
students to build their careers.

II am con�dent that the students� bright careers will be shaped on the 
campus and every effort will be made to develop them to be 
industry-ready, future change-makers, and for making a positive impact 
on our society and environment.

I wish the students all the best. 



Prof (Dr) Abhinava S. Singh
Director

Message from Director

Dear Recruiter,

I extend my warm greetings to you !

Chimanbhai Patel Institute of Management & Research (CPIMR)  has a 
legacy of 23 years of academic excellence. I would like to express my 
sincere gratitude to all our corporate partners and stakeholders for their 
valuable support throughout the journey ! We look forward to
ststrengthening this association and engaging with our corporate
partners at multiple levels.

We at  CPIMR are dedicated to the holistic development of promising
managers. The academic curriculum and value-added courses are de-
signed based on the latest trends to ensure that our students are 
industry-ready. Our focus has constantly been to ensure that the 
students get a mix of both, strong fundamentals and corporate exposure 
through dedicated sessions and workshops conducted by eminent 
personalities from across diverse sectors.  

It gives me immense pleasure to introduce our 23th batch for �nal 
placements. I invite you and your organization to visit our campus,
interact with thestudents and the faculty members and be a part of the 
placement and campus engagement process. 



Chimanbhai Patel Institute of Management & Research - CPIMR
is affiliated with Gujarat Technological University. Established in 
1998, CPIMR is one of the earliest management institutes in Gujarat. 
As a Management institute known for excellent education, CPIMR 
develops the resources with the right set of skills, knowledge, and 
attitudes to meet the requirements of the corporate world.

ABOUT  THE INSTITUTE



Considering that knowledge and sustainability are critical for future growth 
and development, the vision of CPIMR is :

To become a Management Institution of 
excellence that shall provide quality
education, research, and extension 
opportunities to its students to enable
them for making meaningful contributions 
to the industry and have a positive
impaimpact on our society and environment.

“

”

Vision



To provide an interface that encourages the exchange of ideas, 

teaching, research, and extension to nurture students for future 

leadership roles in a globalized knowledge economy and a 

sustainable based environment.

To provide value and skill�based relevant knowledge bene�tting 

the students to help them create a positive impact in their future 

endeavors.

TTo identify and develop linkages with industry, academia, 

government & social institutions to meet the collective needs of 

an inclusive society.

●

●

●

Mission Statements



In the context of a complex, ever-changing, and dynamic environment:

To contribute to the creation, dissemination, 

and application of domain and industry 

knowledge in the �eld of management to solve 

complex business problems and 

effectively manage them. 

To develop necessary and relevant skills for 

demonstrating leadership, communication, and 

entrepreneurial capabilities while maintaining 

high standards of ethics and social responsibility. 

To demonstrate and apply global and 

inclusive perspectives for effective 

decision-making through critical thinking 

and analytical capabilities.

PEO 1

PEO 2

PEO 3

Program Educational Objectives (PEOs)



The MBA building infrastructure includes air-conditioned 
smart classes, an internet facility at an advanced computer 
lab/ center, an assembly hall, tutorial classes, language lab, 
an extensivelibrary, and a canteen. CPIMR has highly
�uali�ed and experienced faculty members who are
actively engaged in policy formulation, research, case 
writing, and consulting.

CAMPUS & INFRASTRUCTURE



LIBRARY

CPIMR has a well-stocked library containing reference
materials, magazines, journals and books of national and
international publications. The central library has a
collection of 16,950 books, subscription to 48 National &
International Journals, magazinesand periodicals and
E-resources available for access.

The campus is equipped with the newest technology of 
computer networks with high-speed internet. The
complete campus area is covered with a Wi-Fi network.

COMPUTER LAB 
& WI-FI CAMPUS



To involve stakeholders in strategic 

academic planning and decision-making

To seek tie-ups with global and 

nationally prominent institutes

Primary
 objectives for
 the initiative

are

Stakeholder inputs are essential if an educational institute desires 
to remain relevant in the present scenario. Institutes should strive 
for linkages not only with national and international educational 
institutes for academic exchange and research collaboration, but 
also withindustry experts and alumni to keep abreast of changing 
industry requirements.

Industry & International-Institute Connect 



Industry association & MoU tie-ups



To keep students abreast of the latest developments and innovations in 
the �eld of management, the Institute organizes academic events – 
seminars, workshops, symposiums, etc. – under the banner of  TEAM. 
Various resource persons from across the industries are invited to 
interact with the students.

How do we nurture competent managers?

The learning methodology at CPIMR is based on continuous learning. 
We are always learning from our surroundings and the events that are 
taking place around us. At CPIMR, students are groomed to be goal-
oriented and focused in their pursuit of knowledge. Students and
faculty act in concert to widen a students’ exposure to management
  theories and practices. The Institute emphasizes increasing human skills 
by the clear conceptual understanding of subjects with complete expo-
sure to industry practices. 

(A) Pedagogy and innovative practices 

Besides power-packed classroom sessions, we have continuous interac-
tion with the students through the mentor system. Two faculty 
mentors are allocated to each class. The role of a mentor is to guide the 
students as and when needed, communicate the notices and updates, 
take disciplinary actions, if required.

( i ) Mentor System

(ii) TEAM – Towards Excellence in 
       Academics and Management



(iii)  Case study method

CPIMR Casse center, established in 2019, is an initiative by chimanbhai 
Patel Institute of Management & Research (CPIMR) to promote the 
writing and teaching cases as an integral part of the management 
curriculum. In a very short span of time, the CPIMR case center has 
managed to create a clear identity for itself by conducting a Compact 
case writing workshop by Prof. Dhaval Mehta,  a series of eight compact 
cases developed by CPIMR faculty in collaboration with alumni
eentrepreneurs  that have been collected in the �rst publication. CPIMR 
case centre has published 28 cases written by faculty members in 
3 volumes.

(i)  ASAP-Advanced Skill Acquisition Program

The Institute provides an opportunity for students to work in the 
industry for short�duration �nite pro�ects in order to enhance their 
learning and improve their managerial skills. Companies like Big bazaar, 
Shriram Finance, Pantaloons, LG, Pharmeasy, Medkart, Sarthee
consultancy, Decathlon regularly hire interns and give students the 
opportunity to understand the practical aspect of the course. 

How do we nurture competent managers?

(B) For the first-year students :



As per the university guidelines, students are required to undergo a 
summer internship program (SIP) for 6 to 8 weeks. To facilitatethis 
process, the institute organized a SIP recruitment drive. During the 
drive, companies  either visit the campus or organize a selection process 
at their location on the drive day.  Most of the companies offer the 
students the pre-placement internship opportunity which motivates 
the students for the internship.

(i) Placement Readiness & Orientation (PRO)

(iii) Placement Orientation and Awareness

Students are oriented on the campus placement procedure and various 
activities conducted for the placement. Students are given an overview 
of the market trends, the opportunities suitable for their specialization 
subject, and how they can increase their employability. 

As per the university guidelines, students are required to undergo a 
summer internship program (SIP) for 6 to 8 weeks. To facilitate this 
process, the institute organized a SIP recruitment drive. During the 
drive, companies either visit the campus or organize a selection process 
at their location on the drive day.  Most of the companies offer the
students the pre-placement internship opportunity which motivates 
the students for the internship.

(ii) Summer Internship Recruitment Drive

How do we nurture competent managers?

(C) For second-year students:



How do we nurture competent managers?

1. ORIENTATION
To make students aware of the placement procedure, the team 
organizes an orientation session for semester 3 students. The session
encompasses industry overview and �ob pro�les, CPIMR placement 
procedures, and PRO.

(iv) Final Placement Procedure  

CPIMR in association with the industry, launches various value-added 
courses to enhance the skills required at the corporate level. Versatile 
domains from across the industry are identi�ed with the help of industry 
experts, and professional level courses and workshops are being
introduced. 

(iii) Value-added programs

Mock interviews and selection process through various rounds like 
Aptitude, Group Discussion, Technical round, and Human Resource 
roundinvolved in the process. Students are guided for their career 
choice and scopes through students’  mapping exercises.

(ii) Mock Selection process



How do we nurture competent managers?



Top Placement Partners - 2019-21



To bring all Training and Placement activities under a single
 umbrella, the Placement Cell at CPIMR has conceptualized PRO 
–Placement Readiness and Orientation. All training and 
placement focused activities are to be conducted under PRO, 
which would add more focus and direction to a range of 
activities.

PPRO, since its inception, has been working constantly towards 
providing students with an opportunity to do meaningful and 
lucrative work. The cell organizes seminars and workshops on 
career-related matters, provides internship opportunities, and 
conducts PRO Placement Sessions from time to time.

PRO - The Training & Placement Cell

Lorem Ipsum



The entire placement exercise is a collective effort 
between CPIMR and the student coordinators. 
The placement team approaches the potential 
employers and arranges for the interaction, placement 
coordinators take the charge to make sure the entire 
selection process goes smoothly. 

Placement coordinators



A Ph.D. in Commerce, MBA Marketing, and M.Com with 7 years of academic 
experience. Interested in case research, current research broadly focuses on the 
concepts of Marketing and Entrepreneurship including Grassroots Innovation, 
Consumer behavior, Social entrepreneuship. Love to spend time in activities like
traveling, painting, reading, and gardening!
Point of Contact - vaidehishukla@cpi.edu.in

Dr. Chandni Dave is a faculty in the area of Human Resource Management and 
Organizational Behaviour with an overall experience as a full-time academician of 11 
years. She holds an MBA degree and has submitted her Ph.D. thesis in the �eld of stress 
management. She has presented at various national and international conferences 
and published several research papers. Her primary areas are Stress Management, 
Performance Management, and Employee behavior.
PPoint of Contact - chandnidave@cpi.edu.in

Placement Team

Dr. Vaidehi Shukla

Dr. Chandni Dave

Ms. Harleen Kaur is an Assistant Professor at Chimanbhai Patel Institute of 
Management and Research. She is currently pursuing Ph. D in Management from
Gujarat Technological University (GTU). She has completed her MBA - HR 
Specialization. She is an educator with intense motive of sharing her wide knowledge 
in the academic arena for more than six years. She has attended various Workshop and 
seminars for the personal and professional development in management research.

Ms. Harleen Kaur



Dr. Vaidehi Shukla 
Training & Placement Coordinator

Message from Training & placement cell

Our sincere thanks to all corporate partners who have been associated 
with us ! It is with immense pleasure that we are introducing our 24th 
batch for the placement.

The Training & Placement Cell of the institute acts as an interface 
between the campus andthe corporate world, creating an active liaison 
between academia and industry. We invite companies torecruit 
competent candidates from campus for suitable positions in the
industindustry. The cell provides opportunities for students by conducting 
campus drives and off-campus drives for the students who have 
completed their course. 

UnderUnder the initiative PRO- Placement Readiness & Orientation, various 
learning sessions and workshops are conducted for students to improve 
their technical and aptitude knowledge. Despite the pandemic, the 
Training, Placement and Career Guidance Cell is well geared up to face 
the new normal. We have necessitated an instant shift to complete the 
virtual Recruitment Process. 

WWe invite you to participate in the campus recruitment drive at CPIMR. 
The brochure provides a detailed description with all pertinent
information for your reference. We look forward to building an 
ongoing, symbiotic and sustainable relationship with your esteemed 
organization and achieving your recruitment needs.



Companies to the campus

183 

PLACEMENT HIGHLIGHTS  2019-2021

Highest
package

Median
package4.5 LPA

10 LPA



EXPERTS ON THE CAMPUS



EXPERTS ON THE CAMPUS



EXPERTS ON THE CAMPUS



EXPERTS ON THE CAMPUS



EXPERTS ON THE CAMPUS



Human Resource 
1. Compensation Management 
2. Change Management & 
       Organizational Development
3. HR Audit

PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE

MBA SEMESTER-1

The academics of CPIMR are organized in three departments  �  �nance� marketing� and human
resources. The faculty pool at CPIMR is a good blend of people from the industry and academia 
with the majority having PhDs.

1. Management Accounting 
2. Economics for Managers
3. Managerial Communication
4. Organizational Behaviour 
5. Business Ethics and Corporate Governance 
6. Management Information System
7. Business 7. Business Statistics 

MBA SEMESTER-2

MBA SEMESTER-3

1. Business Analytics 
2. Corporate Finance 
3. Human Resource Management 
4. Marketing Management 
5. Production & Operation Management
6. Research Methodology 
7. E7. Entrepreneurship

4. International Business 
5. Retailing and franchising 

MBA SEMESTER-4
Core Subjects 
1. Comprehensive Project 
2. Banking
Marketing  
1. Product and Brand Management 
2. Services Marketing 
FFinance 
1. International Finance 
2. Corporate Restructuring and Valuation

Human Resource 
1. Performance Management 
2. Human Resource Planning & 
       Development. 
Electives 
1. B2B Marketing 
2.2. Financial Planning & Taxa
 



FACULTY DETAILS



FACULTY DETAILS
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FACULTY DETAILS



Akshay Thakkar
akshaythakker96@gmail.com

Badal Darji
98badaldarji@gmail.com

Dixit Kerai
dixitkerai123@gmail.com

Iqra Dakhawala
ikradakhawala@gmail.com

Kamya Jain
jainkamya999@gmail.com

Manthan Chheda 
manthan99.chheda@gmail.com

Akshil Awasthi
akshilawasthi19@gmail.com

Bhagyashree Vaghela
shreevaghela0216@gmail.com

Falguni Gohel
gohilfalguni9900@gmail.com

Jaimin Patel
jaiminpatel5179@gmail.com

Kartik Bharwani
kartikbharwani@gmail.com

Maulik Goswami
maulikgoswami2030@gmail.com

Amal Shah
Amalshah1195@gmail.com

Darshini Jatakia
darshini465.dj@gmail.com

Feni Mistry
fenymistry1999@gmail.com

Jainul Maru
jainulmaru786@gmail.com

Kashish Shah
kashishshah048@gmail.com

Mayank Makwana
mayankmakwana02082000@gmail.com

Amit Thakkar
amitthakkar1999@gmail.com

Devansh Parikh
devanshparikh06@gmail.com

Harsh Trivedi
hvt3010@yahoo.com

Janvi Patel
Pateljahnvi1611@gmail.com

Kathan Shah
kathanshah2302@gmail.com

Mayur Patel
Mayurpatel1560@gmail.com

Anil Khetani
Anilkhetani69@gmail.com

Dhruv Modi
dhruvmodi3494@gmail.com

Harshal Solanki
hsolanki2512@gmail.com

Jay Malusare
malusarejay2000@gmail.com

Kavya Manjpara
kavyaamunjpara@gmail.com

Naitri Trivedi
naitritrivedi@gmail.com

Anmol Jain
anmoljain907@gmail.com

Dhwani Patel
dhwanipatel990@gmail.com

Hiral Zanje
hiralzanje@gmail.com

Jhainali Kalal
jhainalikalal@gmail.com

Krisha Patel
Patelkrisha2000@gmail.com

Poonam Malla
mallapoonam19@gmail.com

Apeksha Prajapati
apekshap1999@gmail.com

Divy Prajapati
divyaprajapati421@gmail.com

Hirva Jani
hirva96.hj@gmail.com

Jinal Agja
agjajinal1312@gmail.com

Maitree Shah
maitreemithani13@gmail.com

Prachi Patel
Patelprachi7479@gmail.com

BATCH 2022
FINANCE STUDENTS
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Pravin Jogi
jogipravin99@gmil.com

Rohan Chauhan
chauhanrohan6225@gmail.com

Shivani Shah
shivanishah1608@gmail.com

Smit Zinzuwadia
smitzinzu1999@gmail.com

Udit Dapki
dapki.uditak@gmail.com

Yogita Shinde 
yogitashinde1286@gmail.com

Prince Patel
p.prince5820@gmail.com

Rutvi Rathod
rutvirathod8@gmail.com

Shivani Soni
shivanisoni1006@gmail.com

Sukhdev Pathak
sukhadevpathak99@gmail.com

Umang Kanada
Umangkanada1998@gmail.com

Rajvi Shah
shahrajvi910@gmail.com

Rutvik Prajapati
rutvikprajapati1007@gmail.com

Shreya Chauhan
Shreyachauhan480@gmail.com

Sumit Koshti
sumitkoshti285@gmail.com

Umera Shaikh
umerashaikh41@gmail.com

Ravi Sardhara
Sardhararavi007@gmail.com

Sandeep Katakiya
sandeepkatakiya1782@gmail.com

Shreya Thakkar
shpr2805@gmail.com

Sunil Sinha
sinhasunil239@gmail.com

Unnati Mishra
Mishraunnati1@gmail.com

Ravikumar Patel
Patelravi31903@gmail.com

Rinakumari Sen
rinasen723@gmail.com

Sanjana Shah
sanjanamshah301999@gmail.com

Shubham Shah
shubhamshah12345.ss@gmail.com

Tanvi Shah
tanvishah974@gmail.com

Vinay Tahiliani
Vinaytahiliani888@gmail.com

Ripan Parmar
ripanparmar03092000@gmail.com

Shivam Bhudiya
Shivampatel9120@gmail.com

Shubham Vaishnav
shubhamvaishnav8862@gmail.com

Tirth Shah
tirthshah7820@gmail.com

Vishwa Dave
Vishwadave5985@gmail.com

Riya Pathak
riyapathak85@gmail.com

Shivam Rathod
shivamrathod405@gmail.com

Simran vSankla
Sanklasimran121599@gmail.com

Twinkle Jain
twinklejain2912@gmail.com

Yash Thakar
yashthakar10@gmail.com

BATCH 2022
FINANCE STUDENTS
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Bansari Rathod
bansari.rathod98@gmail.com

Jeel Panchal
jeelpanchal199@gmail.com

Krutika Goyal
krutikagoyal11@gmail.com

Nandiniba Darbar
nandinidarbar78820@gmail.com

Riya Patel
patelriya6622@gmail.com

Shilvee Bariya
bariyashilvee2207@gmail.com

Devanshi Jadeja
devanshijadeja24@gmail.com

Jogi Shukla
jogishukla25899@gmail.com

Kunjal Doriya
kunjaldoriya7@gmail.com

Neha Parikh
nehaparikh912@gmail.com

Sneha Joshi
snehajoshi425@gmail.com

Dhruvi Mehta
dhruvimehta24@gmail.com

Ketul Shah
-

Maitri Rathod
maitri.2408.mr@gmail.com

Pankti Bhatt
pankti216@gmail.com

Urja Rathod
rathodurja2@gmail.com

Dhruvi Prajapati
dhruviprajapati5599@gmail.com

Khushali Mehta
khushimehta191@gmail.com

Mihir Gadani
mihirgadani007@gmail.com

Pankti Patel
panktipatel7045@gmail.com

Vaishali Sonara
vaishalisonara25@gmail.com

Hetvi Gopani
hetvi.gopani04@gmail.com

Hiral Vanodiya
vanodiyahiral@gmail.com

Khushi Pansara
Khushipansara3006@gmail.com

Moksha Safi
mokshasafi123@gmail.com

Parth Joshi
-

Vaishali Soni
vaishalisoni257@gmail.com

Janki Sadhu
janusadhu1862@gmail.com

Kiran Yadav
Kiranyadav2200@gmail.com

Monika Sakariya
monikasakriya2911@gmail.com

Ramsha Hemrajani
reemavekaria29@gmail.com

Vishwa Dixit
dixitvishwa84@gmail.com

Jeel Kubadia
jeelkubadia1999@gmail.com

Krina Pandya
krinapandya001@gmail.com

Muskan Deraiya
muskanderaiya@gmail.com

Reema Vekariya
reemavekaria29@gmail.com

Zarna Thakore
zaranathakore2000@gmail.com

BATCH 2022
HR STUDENTS
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